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Legal Disclaimer

This whitepaper is for information purposes only and may be subject to change. FLEXION cannot guarantee the accuracy of the 
statements made or conclusions reached in this whitepaper. FLEXION does not make and expressly disclaims all representations 
and warranties (whether express or implied by statute or otherwise) whatsoever, including but not limited to: - any representa-
tions or warranties relating to merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, description, suitability or noninfringement; - that 
the contents of this document are accurate and free from any errors; and - that such contents do not infringe any third party 
rights. 

FLEXION shall have no liability for damages of any kind arising out of the use, reference to or reliance on the contents of this 
whitepaper. This whitepaper may contain references to third-party data and industry publications. As far as FLEXION is aware, 
the information reproduced in this Whitepaper is accurate and that its estimates and assumptions are reasonable. However, 
there are no assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of this information. 

AlthoughAlthough information and data reproduced in this Whitepaper are believed to have been obtained from reliable sources, we have 
not independently verified any of the information or data from third party sources referred to in this whitepaper or ascertained 
the underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources. As of the date of publication of this whitepaper, FXN Tokens have no 
known potential uses outside of the FLEXION platform ecosystem and are not permitted to be sold or otherwise traded on third-
party exchanges. 

This whitepaper does not constitute advice nor a recommendation by FLEXION, its officers, directors, managers, employees, 
agents, advisors or consultants, or any other person to any recipient of this paper on the merits of participation in the FLEXION 
Token Sale. Participation in the FLEXION Token Sale carries substantial risk that could lead to a loss of all or a substantial portion 
of funds contributed. 

NoNo promises of future performance or value are or will be made with respect to Tokens, including no promise of inherent value, 
no promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee that FXN Tokens will hold any particular value. Unless prospective partici-
pants fully understand and accept the nature of FLEXION�s proposed business and the potential risks inherent in FXN Tokens, 
they should not participate in the FLEXION Token Sale. 

FXN Tokens are not being structured or sold as securities. FXN Tokens are sold with an intended future functionality on the 
platform to be developed by FLEXIONTeam and all proceeds received during the Token Sale may be spent freely by FLEXION on 
the development of its business and platform. 

ThisThis Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offering document and is not an offer to sell, nor the solicitation of an offer 
to buy any investment or financial instrument in any jurisdiction. FXN Tokens should not be acquired for speculative or invest-
ment purposes with the expectation of making an investment return. No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of 
the information set out in this Whitepaper. 

No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, dis-
tribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been 
complied with. FXNTokens could be impacted by regulatory action, including potential restrictions on the ownership, use, or 
possession of such tokens. 

Regulators or other competent authorities may demand that FLEXION revises the mechanics and functionality of FXN Tokens to 
comply with regulatory requirements or other governmental or business obligations. Nevertheless, FLEXIONexperts believe they 
have taken commercially reasonable steps to ensure that its planned mechanics are proper and in compliance with currently con-
sidered regulations. 

FLEXION is in the process of undertaking further legal and regulatory analysis of the intended functionality and mechanics of FXN 
Tokens. Following the conclusion of this analysis, we may be required to amend the intended functionality of FXN Tokens in 
order to ensure compliance with any legal or regulatory obligations that apply to us. We shall update this Whitepaper and 
publish a notice on our website in the event that any changes are made to the FXN Token functionality.

Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Statements 

ThisThis whitepaper contains forward-looking statements or information (collectively “forward-looking statements”) that relate to 
FLEXION�s current expectations and views of future events. In some cases, these forward-looking statements can be identified 
by words or phrases such as “may”, “will”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “aim”, “estimate”, “intend”, “plan”, 
“seek”, “believe”, “potential”, “continue”, “is/are likely to” or the negative of these terms, or other similar expres-
sions intended to identify forward-looking statements. 

FLEXION has based these forward-looking statements on its current expectations and projections about future events and finan-
cial trends that it believes may affect its financial condition, results of operations, business strategy, financial needs, or the 
results of the token sale or the value or price stability of FXN Tokens. In addition to statements relating to the matters set out 
here, this whitepaper contains forward-looking statements related to FLEXION�s proposed operating model. The model speaks 
to its objectives only, and is not a forecast, projection or prediction of future results of operations. 

Forward-looking statements are based on certain assumptions and analysis made by FLEXION in light of its experience and per-
ception of historical trends, current conditions and expected future developments and other factors it believes are appropriate, 
and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Although the forwardlooking statements contained in this whitepaper are based upon 
what FLEXION believes are reasonable assumptions, these risks, uncertainties, assumptions, and other factors could cause 
FLEXION�s actual results, performance, achievements, and experience to differ materially from its expectations which are 
expressed,expressed, implied, or perceived in forward-looking statements. Given such risks, prospective participants in this token sale 
should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements.
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Abstract

Exchange Overview

Introduction
TheThe FLEXION trading platform is the next generation of trading platforms that 
offer trading opportunities to cryptocurrency traders and investors. While 
existing solutions allow rudimentary trading opportunities, FLEXION offers the 
full spectrum of trading activities from normal day trading to full-fledged 
trading of derivatives. On top of that, FLEXION also offers the exciting possibili-
ties of social trading that allow a user to trade as per the trades performed by 
his/her peers which might include trading geniuses who made their fortune by 
trading. trading. 

Each of these modules of the FLEXION platform have been explained in detail 
below:

· FLEXION utilizes the power of blockchain and aims to offer all over the traders 
a stable future by offering shares.

· We at FLEXION, want to channelize the new technology to be available to all 
the user across the planet, while enabling them to make one million transaction 
per second.

· Backed with simplicity, security, and transperancy. FLEXION portal is offering 
Free trading opportunity to investors/traders.

·· With an incredible team of seasoned developers, adroit marketers and experi-
enced founders we are heading-on creating a benchmark in crypto currency 
market.

FLEXION is a platform that will bring cryptocurrencies, Forex and blockchain 
assets to the masses through a beautifully designed user interface and easy to 
understand trading technology. FLEXION is introducing a functional token, FXN, 
which will be used to help facilitate simple and more successful trades through 
exchange. The FLEXION platform will empower and help investors to trade using 
key technical indicators, big data, analytics, community strategies, fundamental 
analysis and automated trading bots. This innovative approach to trading is 
somethingsomething that is not currently found in the fragmented exchange space. In 
addition, users will be able to unlock lucurativeopportunites, referral program, 
and receive discounts on various fees by utilizing the FXN token on the platform.



Market Analysis & Potential

On January 1, 2017, a single Bitcoin was valued at $972, while the entire cryptocur-
rency market capitalization was $17B. In the 15 months since, the market has seen 
a single Bitcoin rise all the way to nearly $20,000 and the total crypto market cap 
reach $830B at their respective peaks. 

This translates to a peak 1,955% gain for Bitcoin and 4,578% for the total crypto-
currency market cap . Despite Bitcoin having been created 9 years ago and the 
remarkable growth that the total crypto market has seen since, we are still in its 
infancy stage. The long term market sentiment of cryptocurrencies continues to 
be very bullish as mass adoption has yet to take place. Estimates show the crypto 
adoption rate at approximately 3.5% as of Nov. 26, 2017. 

At the time of this writing, the price for one Bitcoin is $6,935.12 while the total 
crypto market cap is $259B. The current market cap for just Bitcoin is currently 
$117B. 

To put this in perspective, the current market caps for Facebook (FB), Amazon 
(AMZN), and Google (GOOGL) are $441.74B, $658.97B, $693.14B, respectively, all 
while equity valuations are at historically high levels. 

TheThe Wilshire 5000 total market index, which observes all stocks actively traded in 
the United States, saw its market full cap reach $28.4T dollars at the end of 2017 
with roughly 54% of all American households invested in the stock market. Given 
these figures, one can only imagine the potential for cryptocurrency as more 
interest builds.

TheThe psychological barriers delaying mass adoption should continue to be broken 
down as large companies such as IBM, UPS, eBay, PayPal, Amazon, Bank of 
America, etc. continue to invest or express interest in blockchain technology. As 
new investors see these established companies deploy blockchain technology, 
their faith and sentiment of crypto will turn more positive. This could cause 
increased money to flow into the market over the coming years and the entry 
point is believed toreward platform, like FLEXION.

At its core, FLEXION is a revolutionary cryptocurrency and blockchain asset 
exchange focused on simplicity, security and sustainability. FLEXION empowers 
users offering more than a simple asset exchange, but a platform and avenue to 
make profit throughout the trading process. This Bonus and trading discount on 
first relationship is something not currently available in the blockchain asset 
exchange space. Our vision is to make trading actions on the platform very lucura-
tive. 

By utilizing easy to latest technology in our cryptocurrency trading platform and 
profit taking strategies, the platform will not only offer Free trading to investors but 
also offer life time discount (50%) on trading. The FLEXION platform will include 
referral program for exited users. We have made accessibility of tools to user that 
shows vital trading data and analytics, simple trading bot functionality and much 
more to its users. FLEXION’s powerful features and tools can help individuals while 
enhancing their experience across the platform, highlighting opportunities and 



% Market Cap Growth 

Problems & Solutions

The current issues in the crypto and blockchain asset exchange space range from a 
lack of trading tools and communication lapses for first-time investors, to costly 
downtime and security breaches. To date, it seems that quality of development and 
proper community updates simply do not exist. Some exchanges operate unethically 
or appear like online casinos. 

WeWe feel this gives the trading of digital assets a bad reputation. One of the FLEXION 
platform goals is to set higher standards and bring the industry out of this “Wild 
West” phase. 

The exchange industry has seen an explosion of growth despite this lack of support, 
with many exchanges having goals to simply charge high fees to investors. This 
needs to change. 

MostMost exchanges have the exact same, noise-filled, trade books, high trading and list-
ingfees. They are difficult for newcomers to attain a win-win situation, because 
without an advisor or proper training there payingfor worthless. 

So, we offer investors an opportunity to - list at lowest price, hit the books of trading 
free for 6-months, and succesfully developed a risk management strategies to 
become a successful investor and prevent common mistakes such as panic selling.

However, the guidance to leverage trading tools will be provided by the expert. 
FLEXION will have a 24/7 support on the platform, so utilize a digital advisor is just a 
few clicks away!



The Vision

Think about the current growth of cryptocurrency markets and who it is attracting; 
primarily users with very little or no background experience in trading or investing.

These new users become overwhelmed with information on trading, analysis, and 
even how to use proper risk and profit management tools on current cryptocurrency 
exchanges. 

This is a direct result of a lack of information and outdated tutorials as well as the 
lack of assistance from the exchanges themselves. 

TheThe current exchanges available in the market are not user friendly, their trading 
tools are in confusing traditional market jargon, they offer zero support to empower 
users to make smart investments or trades, little or non-existent customer support 
and fall short in providing proper security for user accounts.

Access to adequate customer support at a traditional crypto exchange is rare, 
leaving users neglected or left find answers across social media and exposing them 
to potentially malicious strangers. This typically leads to increased frustration and 
false rumors about possible insolvency, security breaches, and general public 
“panic”. 

ThereThere are reports of users waiting long periods of time for any response after a lost 
transaction or lost investments with such non-existent customer service teams. 
FLEXION will put the community first and vows to be as transparent as possible. 

A best-in-world customer experience is at the forefront of our vision for the 
platform.

ExchangesExchanges can be vulnerable to technical issues due to an overwhelming number of 
trades at any given time with the total amount of transactions across all exchanges 
reaching billions daily. 

TheseThese vulnerabilities limit the amount of users that can move their funds. Cyber 
attacks on certain exchanges also show that there are associated financial hazards 
linked with the use of the crypto exchanges. Even with tokens safe in a wallet, users 
would prefer to be able to execute a trade quickly or sell at a certain price, which 
requires a rapid transactionthat some exchanges cannot guarantee. 

ThisThis is why a top notch and secure trading engine is essential to a reputable 
exchange. If the platform is a body, the trade engine is the heart. FLEXION’s trade 
engine will be cutting edge and updated regularly. It will be one of the most secure 
and scalable in the industry and be capable of one million transaction per second.



FLEXION Ecosystem

Featuring a simple interface designed for mainstream adoption, the FLEXION 
platform plans to serve as a conduit between traditional finance and the digital 
asset economy. FLEXIONs multifaceted ecosystem will streamline two major com-
ponents of the digital economy, offering:

· An exchange, 
· A trading platform

FLEXION plans to offer a wide range of lucrative opportunity previously unavail-
able from a single entity. 

A scalable, user-focused environment will let new traders invest in cryptocurren-
cies with a few clicks on the exchange, while our trading platform will be 
equipped with a robust tool-set, and 24/7 customer support designed to meet 
the needs of professional investors. 

Our vision for the FLEXION ecosystem encourages growth and collaboration, 
intending to provide customers with lowest trading fee and bonus program.

By establishing profitable approach for customer, FLEXION aspires to offer fast 
and secure payment processing in digital currencies. In addition to a full 
spectrum of familiar features, FLEXION plans to implement a unique sign up 
bonus, referral rewards program for token advocates and custom trading solu-
tions, carefully configured to fit the contours of the digital asset economy.

FLEXION’s system will be simple enough that brand new users will understand 
how to trade/ invest in crypto markets successfully by removing traditional 
exchange noise, using one click customer support, offering simple yet powerful 
automatic trade tools on-site (bots, AI-derived strategies, etc.), free trading and 
very detailed portfolio data, tutorials, trade signals, community engagement and 
more. 

HavingHaving all of these encompassed in one robust platform can simplify the barriers 
of entry, opening the world of trading/investing in crypto for everyone - the 
system will be more powerful than current industry competitors to individual 
traders and institutional trading and investment firms. 

The FLEXION platform will offer better strategies, better benefits and bonus, and 
highly competitive trade and withdrawal fees. A range of lucurativeopportunites 
are included that only FXN token holders can gain access to. 

InIn summary, we believe a rising tide lifts all boats. By helping our users to become 
more informed and potentially more successful may increase user volume organi-
cally through personal testimony, therefore, aiding the process of mass adoption.



FLEXION Exchange

Security
Following a wave of phishing, malware and cyber attacks on prominent 
exchanges, safety is the first thing on every traders mind and rightly so. 

At FLEXION, we have the following measures in place to keep our users funds 
safe
:
·· DDoS, XSS, SQL Injection, etc protection

· Password combined with 2-Factor Authentication for login and withdrawals

· Combination of Multi Signature Wallets will be used to ensure that user funds 
remain safe and accessible

· Audit of all smart contracts Security Audit and Penetration Testing by leading 
security consultants

The Future
1) Flexion will come up with Forex trading platform.1) Flexion will come up with Forex trading platform.

2) Crypto - Fiat Transactions will be enabled.

3) Crypto to Forex trading will be enabled

so that our users would be getting complete solutions to one place



Trading Platform

Our trading platform is robust enough for high frequency seasoned traders and 
simple enough for new traders. Some of the main features are:

· Ability to register up to 1,000,000 transactions a second.

· Limit, Market and Stop Loss orders.

· Exportable Trade and Order History.

·· Multi Sig wallets with 24/7 monitoring.

· Up to 10x leverage with Margin Trading.

Affordable Listing
One of the biggest issues faced by new projects in the space is finding a good quality 
listing. Top exchanges charge exorbitant listing fee and take months to list leaving 
many projects with no active secondary market. 

FLEXIONFLEXION Exchange will provide an avenue for promising projects who pass our due 
diligence process to list at FREE. Our aim is to provide our community access to some 
of the best projects available while allowing project teams to use their funds for 
product development rather than listing.

FLEXION has already partnered with various projects for listing at exchange launch.

Referral System 
FLEXIONFLEXION has a simple and very rewarding referral system. Each user with an account 
on FLEXION Exchange will have their unique referral code that can be shared with 
others. 

Once another user signs up using this referral code, the referee gets entitled to 50% 
of the transaction fee paid by their referral for an entire year. For example, User A 
shares their referral code with User B. User B enters User A’s

  referral code which creating a new account. Over the year starting from date of User 
B’s account creation, 50% of all transaction fee paid by User B will be credited to 
User A. 

Important points to note:

· Referral code must be entered at point of account creation.

· Referral bonus will be 50% of transaction fee paid by referred user.

·· Referral bonus will be credited in the same currency/token in which transaction 
fee was paid.

· There is no limit on the number of referrals one user can have.

· Referral bonus will be applicable on all transaction fee paid for one year only. 
Date of account creation will be used to track the same.



FLEXIOǸs system will allow clients to hold, deposit and withdraw in the five largest 
digital currencies by market capitalization (~80%): 

· Bitcoin (BTC) 

· Bitcoin Cash (BCH) 

· Ethereum (ETH) 

· Ripple (XRP) 

· Litecoin (LTC) 

ByBy partnering with major brands, the industry leader in multi-signature, multi-cur-
rency wallets, FLEXION plans to offer clients convenient and secure services through 
multi-signature technology. 

Following our initial launch, FLEXION plans to incorporate support for additional 
wallet platforms, adding more and more assets over time. Immediately after launch 
we will look to add support for the complete list of cryptocurrencies.

Crypto - Exchange Systeam

· Frequency of referral bonus credits will be determined at a later date and will be 
intimated to all users.

· FLEXION Exchange reserves the right to make any changes including complete 
terminal of the referral program at any stage without any prior notice.



Project Architecture - FLEXION

· Exchange

· Wallet

FLEXION plans to develop and manufacture a wallet for users to store various 
cryptocurrencies safely and securely in cold storage. 

FLEXIONFLEXION Exchange wallet has been designed to hold your private keys in a secure 
offine setting. This ability to store tokens offine for safekeeping is referred to in 
the crypto community. User can share the revenue based on the token in the 
FLEXION exchange wallet.

The digital signatures and private keys that users need to transact or transfer 
with will be stored in this wallet. 

ByBy using Exchange Wallet, no one can hack user account or wallet. We have also 
road mapped a feature that will make this FLEXION Exchange Wallet amazing. 
This will allow users to seamlessly login to the exchange utilizing high technol-
ogy.

Integrating cold storage wallets directly with the exchange brings a new layer of 
security and exploits next generation technology.

Users will have the ability to exclusive benefits such as revenue on the FLEXION 
platform utilizing FXN tokens. 

This includes but will not be limited to technical analysis classes, custom trading 
strategies, portfolio advice, but also system will record the wallet data of FXN 
balance every month on date. 

Also,Also, the user can share the revenue based on the balance kept in the FLEXION 
token in the FLEXION Exchange Wallet. Based on revenue per token, the system 
will credit balance in your reward wallet.



FLEXION Exponential Growth

FLEXION’s primary goal will be to achieve exponential growth by creating an 
‘attraction point’ and leveraging the network effect. The network effect 
occurs when the services provided by the exchange become more valuable as 
more users register and trade with it. To attain that goal, FLEXION will imple-
ment the following marketing mix, as described below: 

Product Development 
· Provide excellent security and support services as described in the related 
sections; 

· Steadily adding and supporting all existing fiat currencies, so that any user 
from any country in the world can buy and sell crypto-assets; 

· Steadily adding and supporting all existing cryptocurrencies so that users 
have the ability to trade in all of them on one platform; 

·· Steadily adding and supporting all existing payment methods, especially 
those which deter scams, so that users have more options bridging to fiat 
currency.

By communicating with FLEXION’s growing community, fans can identify the 
most required features and FLEXION can concentrate on delivering on the 
Roadmap.

Product Placement 
·· Provide P2P crypto exchange and related services directly on FLEXION’s 
web-based platform (desktop version) 24hours/365days. 

· Develop iOS and Android mobile versions of the platform. 

Price 
·· FLEXION conservatively anticipates that it will not charge fees for first  6 
months to its users. The users (purchased $100,000 token equivalent) will use 
FXN to pay a low fixed subscription. if you purchase 1 lakh FLEXION tokens, 
FLEXIONtrading fee will be half of the fee associated with other exchanges.

·· Our fees will be anchored to US dollars. The result is that when the FLEXION 
token price is rising, fewer tokens are needed to pay subscriptions and vice 
versa. This model will allow FLEXION’s fees to stay attractive for new high-
volume traders. 



Promotion 
Provide a multi-level affiliate program. Under FLEXION’s multilevel marketing 
incentive model, every time a direct advocate receives a bonus, the indirect advo-
cates receive a referral reward too.

Advocate reward (up to 50 token) will be added instantly to FXN tokens, for users 
who subscribe to moresophisticated trading functionality. 

A part from the Advocate Bonus, FLEXION is offering Sign Up Bonus and Social 
Media Bonus in order to influence customer, enabling FLEXION’s community to 
grow as fast as possible.

To facilitate the Advocate Bonus program, we will provide any partner (a person or 
an organization) who wants to monetize their audience with iframe widgets and/or 
a ready-to-use website with in-built widgets connected to the FLEXION platform.

These partners can generate income from promoting FLEXION to their audience 

·· Strategic partnerships with companies, which offer services and products to our 
target audience. 

For example, 
we have already engaged in a partnership with Third party and use its charting 
library. 

ThisThis collaboration allows us to make interconnections with their widgets (mutual 
affiliate program), so that all users of Third party can track any one of FLEXION’s 
instruments and make trade deals. 

At the same time FLEXION users will become aware of Third party services 

· Leverage PR activity, such as collaborations with crypto industry influencers who 
can promote FLEXION on Bitcointalk forum, blogs, YouTube channels and other 
social media

·· Assign highly-experienced journalists, lawyers, social media and SEO specialists 
from our Team members to publish useful articles for our target audience with the 
goal of driving awareness and website traffic 

· Publish weekly newsletters to instantly notify subscribers and users about all of 
the platforms technical updates.

· Collaborate with popular independent media resources to build awareness via 
publications and press releases. 



Key Differentiators

While the current exchanges are stuck in the early 2000’s with their traditional 
trade tools and lack of support, FLEXION will disrupt the markets view on 
exchanges in the crypto space. 

We will offer the easiest to use but also the most powerful system. 

OurOur 24/7 executive support and unique operating system can assist investors or 
aspiring day traders, new or seasoned to make more informed trades thereby 
increasing their probability of success, where we hope to reduce the ‘house 
edge markets have over investors.

Some important FLEXION platform features will include, but will not be limited 
to:

· Enterprise-level matching system - Lean design and advanced risk controls

·· Trading of any digital and fiat currency.

· Support for public and private blockchains

· Advanced & custom APIs which aloows one million transaction per second

· Appericate customer valuable and offer 20% profit to every customers

· Multi-language support to attract global clientele

· Modular Design - Move and customize widgets on the platform

·· 24/7 Platform - The system never sleeps, support for round-the-clock trading 
and supervision

· Decentralized and trustless platform that enables users to invest in and 
manage funds

· Extremely fast connectivity and trading engine

· List at lowest price and offer 50% off on trading fees for lifetime

·· Continuous Improvement & Updates - Quick support for new assets, modules 
and integrations  



Token Sale Details



Token Sale Structure

We are excited to provide you, as an investor, the opportunity to participate in 
our crowdsale and be among the pioneers that will take advantage of our next 
generation exchange platform. 

Our crowdsale will be conducted in Ethereum (ETH), Bitcoin (BTC), and Litecoin 
(LTC). As is conventional and in fulfilling our mandate of achieving compliance 
the FXN token generation and distribution will occur shortly after completion of 
the crowdsale.

InIn an effort to remain compliant, the FLEXIONcrowdsale plans to utilize security 
act exemptions, as set forth by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. 

The initial investment round will be for international contributors only 
(Non-U.S.) with a Reg S exemption. 

In tandem, we plan to file for a Reg A+ Tier 1 public ofering exemption in order 
to allow for unrestricted trading of the tokens that are distributed during our 
crowdsale, once the exchange launches. 

ThisThis will allow all U.S. contributors, including non-accredited investors, to legally 
purchase and utilize our FXN tokens.

There is a soft cap in place of 18000000 FXN and a hard cap of 108000000 FXN for 
the entire crowdsale. 

The crowdsale will commence on 20th Sept 2018, offering FXN tokens to inves-
tors before a full launch of the exchange platform. 

All of the funds used will directly follow our roadmap and product development 
plans. 

The crowdsale will continue until the cap is reached or 31th Dec 2018, whichever 
comes first. 



Token Usage Benefits

1. Membership: To gain access to some features of the platform, a member shall 
have FXN balance. 

2. Subscription Fee Payment: Subscriptions must be paid in FXN. The cost of the 
subscription may be fixed to US dollars to make it half the level of fees charged by 
other exchanges. 

3. Add-ons: The users can purchase access to the more sophisticated tools or 
services by making a FXN payment. 

4.4. Investment opportunity: Users will be able to get a solid investment opportunity 
to build wealth over a period of time. This isnt a get rich quick scheme or overnight 
money making opportunity. Investors that purchase tokens and hold them long 
term will achieve exceptional results and return on their investment.

· Membership 
One of the core services of the FLEXION platform will be the ability to lend and 
accept P2P loans from other platform users. 

ThisThis is the type of service that would require holding FXN. In order to access these 
services, tokens may be required to be locked on the account. 

If a member does not already have FXN tokens to access membership, they can 
purchase FXN through the platform as part of their account setup, allowing for a 
more seamless entry into membership. 

We estimate that about 50% of FLEXION’s users will hold FXN on their balances to 
get access to additional functionality. 

·· Subscription fees 
FLEXION will set subscription fees on a tiered basis (Standard, Premium and Enter-
prise). The amount of the subscription fee will depend on the users monthly 
volume of trade.

· Add-Ons 
FLEXION will be able to provide start-ups with special order books for their token 
pre-sale and main sale campaigns, as well as with a post-token sale listing on the 
FLEXION platform. 

By using our solution, start-ups can save a lot of time and money by directly access-
ing TOKIPIE’s user base. 

Companies can also purchase the listing on our exchange (after anti-scam valida-
tion). Ordinary users can make one-time acquisitions of special tools like the cross-
exchange spread analysis tool, cross-countries, etc. 



Token Sale Proceeds 

· Collaterals 
FLEXION will provide the advantages of popular centralized exchanges by 
allowing users to utilize their tokens, holding onto the account balances inside 
the platform for leverage and marginal trading. 

· Utility Token Usage 
FXNFXN tokens are utility tokens whose entire value derives from the services 
provided by the FLEXION platform in exchange for holding or consuming the 
tokens, as detailed above. 

They are not intended for speculation and hold no claim to intellectual or other 
property or cash flows. 

They grant no right to participation in the company, and no claim in decision-
making over company assets or strategy. 

There is no promise of value beyond usage value, nor any claim on assets or 
revenue associated with FXN.

ICO Funds Allocation
Our roadmap assumes development of all features for the FLEXION platform, apps 
and user interfaces, as well as a strong sales and marketing support to accelerate 
adoption by users and institutions

- Development (40%) 
ThisThis will cover all R&D, development, security and manufacturing costs for the 
FLEXION platform and ancillary products. We plan to engage with the highest 
caliber candidates and this fund is vital to the success and growth of our platform. 
Other expenses include design, development of smart contracts, cryptographic 
mechanisms, apps and interfaces, APIs, etc. 

- Administration (20%) 
TheseThese costs include salaries of all FLEXION employees, office expenses, call center 
expenses, travels expenses, recruiting expenses, non-capitalized research & 
development expenses, utility expenses, etc. Essentially, all expenses that are cor-
related to FLEXIONs day to day operations. 

- Marketing (30%) 
These costs will be for the acquisition of new users on the platform. We will 
onboard a wide range of users, from novice to institutional. To achieve this goal, 
we will run a variety of online and traditional marketing campaigns once the 
platform launches. 



FLEXION Platform Features

· Exchange Tools & Support
As the cryptocurrency and digital asset trading industry has evolved, exchanges 
have found inspiration in some of the key features conventional online brokers 
offercapital market participants. The new frontier of cryptocurrency trading and 
investment requires better tools and support uniquely designed for accelerated, 
highly volatile and equally exciting market dynamics. 

ByBy refining existing executive support and tools, FLEXIONdifferentiates itself as an 
exchange designed to meet the needs of cryptocurrency traders and investors, 
raising the standard of service and meeting the expectation of its user base.

· Easy Trading 
GeneratingGenerating data from an individual's current trade position, the specific assets 
recent price activity as well as measuring their entire portfolio, FLEXION’s profit 
and unique operating system offers users a comprehensive privacy system that 
can protect their portfolio. 

TheThe data collected from an individual account provides a zone accompanied by a 
risk limit. With the click of a button, exchange users can contact the FLEXIONcus-
tomer executives to further customize their profit and risk thresholds. Users will 
not only be able to limit downside exposure while setting a threshold to lock in 
profits, but can leverage future trading. 

Thus, FLEXION offer traders and investors the key to success in this industry by 
providing latest technology in our cryptocurrency trading platform. Premium 
strategies with enhanced customizability will be available to FXN token holders, 
enabling them to reduce lifetime FLEXION’s trading cost to 50%.

· Signaling System 
AA semi-automatic signaling system enables users to select from preset technical 
indicators and backtest their reliability against the chart history of a specified 
cryptocurrency or digital asset. 

The signal system tests the behavior of commonly used indicators such as the 
MACD, Moving Averages, RSI and more to determine reliability and probability as 
an entry or exit opportunity for a given position. 

TheThe Signal System creates automatic buy and sell signals generated by the 
selected technical analysis tool which can be executed from anywhere on the site 
while activated for a particular token. FXN Token holders will have access to 
premium signal and alert strategies that can help them act and react to evolving 
market dynamics 

Legal (10%) 
These costs include all legal expenses associated with registration, expansion and 
compliance of the FLEXION platform in diferent countries.



· Trade Assistant
 
Traditional trading bots often fail or negatively impact traders and investors as they 
compete with each other by running the same strategies, ultimately limiting profit-
ability and increasing risk. 

The FLEXION Trade Assistant compiles up-to-date data including balance, portfolio 
makeup and current asset positions to create individualized comparisons to market 
data and signalling data. 

This unique compilation of information limits and even prevents the traders from 
competing with other users on the exchange who are simultaneously working with 
trade assistant. 

IndividualizedIndividualized cues that drive the Automatic Trade Assistant can limit conflicting 
signals and help individuals perform better in an already highly competitive 
industry. Enhanced, easy to use, and premium trading strategies will be available to 
FXN Token holders.

· Live market data 
TheThe FLEXION platform will provide users with the traditional and robust tools they 
are accustomed to, including, easy trade, view charts and time and sales, also 
known as live market data. 

Live market data is essential to any traders arsenal and can enable individuals to 
participate in markets by applying their own strategies in addition to using the 
FLEXION tool suite to enhance their trading and investment plans.

· Portfolio View 
FLEXION’sFLEXION’s Portfolio View functionality provides a customizable and easy to read 
snapshot of a users trade history. 

Individuals can view the profit and loss of a single asset over a specified period of 
time or across an entire account in just the push of a button. 

Specifying a currencies profit and loss as either digital or fait cryptocurrency makes 
compiling information to report for capital gains tax as simple as a few mouse 
clicks. 

EnsuringEnsuring that users have all the tools they need from start to finish is core to 
FLEXION’s mission.

· Token Utility & Fees 
FXN tokens are vital to utilizing the full capabilities of the FLEXION platform. Users 
will be able to unlock exclusive features on the platform and receive up to 80% dis-
counts on trading fees by utilizing the FXN Token. 

In addition to trading fees, FXN tokens can be used to list themselves at lower price 
and trade for 6-months for free. Token holder can also gain profit from sharing. In 
addition, they can access advanced analytics, signals, trading bots, strategies, com-
munity platform, P2P marketplace services and much more.



Phase 2

June 2018
· Planning for PRE-ICO
July 2018
· Website development 
· ERC-20 development
August 2018August 2018
· Smart Contract Creation 
Septemeber 2018
· Launch Pre-ICO Token Sale

Phase 3

October 2018
· Announce ICO Public Sale 
January 2019
· List Coin on Exchange
Feb 2019
·· Exchange UI Launch

Phase 4

March 2019
· Launch Trading Platform
April 2019
· Live Exchange - FLEXION

Launch: Initial version of the FLEXION exchange platform is 100% developed and 
tested. The Alpha version is available to the public before the token pre-sale. 

It supports various cryptocurrencies, likeBTC, ETH, LTC. Futher, it will target fait 
currency and payment methods. Many more cryptocurrencies and payment methods 
will be supported and added each month after the launch.

TheThe additional services for unlimited scalability of the platform will be steadily devel-
oped and provided during 2019. The mobile version of the platform will be available 
at the end of 2019.

Roadmap

Phase 1

Feb 2017
· Concept generation
March 2018
· Team Assemble
April 2018
·· Shared Vision And 
Mission Strategic Plan
May 2018
· Concept Approval



Regulatory Compliance 

There have been many developments surrounding the potential regulatory 
framework for Initial Coin Offerings (“ICOs”) and, specifically, cryptocurrency 
exchanges in the United States. 

On March 7, 2018, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission released a public 
statement regarding “potentially unlawful online platforms for trading digital 
assets.” 

TheThe statement goes on to discuss how most, if not all, exchange platforms are 
operating out of compliance and illegally listing securities. The SEC outlined what 
jurisdiction they have over these platforms and what is needed to begin operat-
ing in compliance. 

The following are the requirements set forth by the SEC in order for a digital asset 
exchange to be considered compliant:

· Register as a national securities exchange, or be exempt from registration.

· Register as an alternative trading system (“ATS”).

· Register as a broker/dealer.

· Register as a money transmitter in all U.S. states they plan to operate in 
(“MTLs”)

· Become a member of an SRO (if operating as an ATS)

TheThe SEC also warns consumers that they should ask numerous questions regard-
ing the security protocols and other factors contributing to the sustainability and 
legitimacy of the trading platform. 

It is our belief that many exchanges operating today will either be shut down or 
forced to halt trading until they comply with regulatory measures in the near 
future. 

FLEXION has retained a veteran legal team that specializes in SEC compliance and 
plans to follow all of the guidelines outlined above. 

We look forward to working directly with government agencies to help pave the 
way for mass adoption and legitimacy. 

In order for cryptocurrencies and digital assets to become widely accepted, it is 
the duty of the platforms that are trading these assets to lead with integrity and 
follow the applicable global securities laws.  



Risks Involved

Prospective purchasers of FXN tokens should carefully consider and evaluate all 
risks and uncertainties associated with the Company and its business and opera-
tions, the FXN tokens, the FXNcrowdsale and all information set out in this White 
Paper prior to any purchase of FXN tokens. 

Potential risks include, but are not limited to: If any of such risks and uncertainties 
develops into actual events, the business, financial condition, results of operations 
and prospects of the Company could be materially and adversely affected. 

· Regulations and compliance risks 

· Highly speculated trading price risks 

· Tokens may be non-refundable 

· Blockchain network congestion 

·· Failure to value new customers

· New technology development risks 

· Attempted attacks on token smart contracts 

· Lack of interest in platform 

· Cryptocurrency market price vola tility


